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Did You Hnow? 
The change of season 

is a good time to de

clutter, repair and up

date your jewelry box. After 

months of wearing go-to fa

vorites, a seasonal cleaning 

may land you some forgot

ten treasurers! Take time to 

evaluate designs you haven't 

worn in years, set aside items 

needing repair, and bring 

them to us to work our holi

day magic. Repairs, refurbish

ing and modern makeovers 

are our specialty. 

November Birthstones 
Topaz/Citrine 
Topaz. The traditional No

vember birthstone is available 

in a variety of colors including 

orange, brown, red, pink, blue 

and green. Citrine. The alter

nate birthstone takes its name 

from the French word "citron" 

meaning lemon, which beau

tifully describes the color of 

this yellow quartz. 
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The Warm Glow of Gold 
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Gold was prized long before the 

Egyptians and remains a staple in 

jewelry boxes today. Whether yel

low, white or rose in color, a refined, clas

sic, elaborate and bold design, or delicate 

and dainty, gold jewelry will provide a new 

dimension to accent any attire. Karat gold 

always works! Mixing gold colors with bril

liant gemstones, soft pearls and especially 

white diamonds, is a tried and true must for 

any jewelry wardrobe. 

The warm glow of traditional yellow 

gold works well with any skin tone or out

fit. For contemporary or vintage tastes 

alike, white gold is the most popular en

gagement ring metal, and the feminine, 

soft look of rosy, peach and pink gold 
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lends an elegant and flattering glow. You 

will be surprised at how many attractive 

variations of gold colors there are. 

Classic karat gold is famously known as 

the king of precious metals. Diamonds are 

thought of as the queen of precious gem

stones. So when these two regal elements 

are combined into a single piece of jewelry, 

the result is a brilliant display of majestic 

beauty and style! When mixing gold and 

diamonds, it is a matter of personal prefer

ence; there is no set standard. 

Gold designs popular today are anything 

from geometric discs to sticks. Elongated 

and slim lariats, to audacious link necklaces, 

big and bold earrings, to tiny studs, chunky 

or layered bracelets and stackable rings. 
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